Anexa nr. 2 la Decizia nr. _______ din ___/___/2011

The structure of the research unit by research teams at the date of the submission
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(1) Full time equivalent. Researchers contributing to several teams will count the corresponding part-time fraction.
Example: A CS or IDT working in a single team = 1 (0,5 if working half time).
A CS or IDT working in two teams equally = 0,5 (0,25 if working half time) in each team.
A researcher that works half of his or her working time in the research unit under evaluation and half in another unit will contribute a total of 0,5 cumulated over all teams to which he/she contributes.
(2) Please indicate the corresponding labels from the lists of publications in the subsequent sheets.
(3) Projects and contracts other than "nucleu" programs. Labels according to "Project+collaborations" sheet.
(4) Other non-administrative technical sections.

